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ABSTRACT
We live in a world when, even in 21st century, people (also experts) have problem seeing
the “big picture” and therefore the importance of sustainable development (planning,
designing and building) when dealing with road projects. Even now, when everybody is
talking about Road Safety (Vision Zero and Sustainable Safety) and the importance of
human live (vulnerability of vulnerable road user – VRU), we often forget, or choose to
ignore, the importance of sustainable spatial / urban development and therefore ensuring
safety for all road users. Something similar happened from planning and design stage until
construction, on state road in municipality Novo mesto (Slovenia). During project design
stage “only” Design rules for roads were used, whereas the needs of bicyclists were
neglected. Only at the end of constructing stage, when traffic signs for “prohibition of
cycling” were set up, community and journalists made a lot of (justified) comments. At that
time road operator and municipality began to look for solution. After considering the key
aspects (Safety; Comfort; Convenience; Continuity; Connectivity; Coherence) and careful
consideration, the solution for cyclists was found. We used concept of “Sharrow” marking
and turn it into a “Sharrow lane” (virtual bicycle lane). With that concept of road markings,
visual communication between the driver and the road was established – “talking road”.
This so called self-explaining road design, provide visual communication to the drivers of
motor vehicles and warns them of cyclists on the road. This low cost solution, enable
bicyclists to get more recognition and attention when sharing the road with drivers of motor
vehicles.
This paper will present how we managed to solve the problem of bicycle users, with this
post-action approach and therefore make it operational for all road users and make the
road more user friendly.
1. THE PROBLEM
Towards completion of the project of reconstruction of state road (Kandijska street) in the
town of Novo mesto, the traffic signs “prohibited for cyclists” were set up according to the
design plan. As this is one of major roads in a town, it has a multifunctional purpose, as a
city road, with lively city traffic and as a connecting road to other towns and province, there
was immediate (re)action of citizens (municipality) and journalists regarding prohibition for
cyclists, which were using the road until now.
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Figure 1 –Traffic signs “prohibition for cyclists” on the road
Upon public warning and an appeal to remove the signs for prohibition, first actions were
taken to deal with the problem. Because of roads’ multifunction, where we have a lot of
traffic (average daily traffic per year of 16,000 vehicles), where trucks and other motor
vehicles mix with cycles, the signs could not be just removed, without any additional
(contra) measures. The biggest issue for not just removing the signs was the reason, that
the signs were foreseen at the design stage, because of the high volume of traffic on this
road. This is a very busy road with complex traffic, as people are using it for a drive thru,
as for traveling to every day commitments. Upon many doubts and safety issues a project
group was established to deal with the problem. When reviewing the project design and
the causes for setting up those signs, we found out that the project manager and reviser of
a project required those signs to be set up taking into account the Design rules for roads.
The rules state that with the average daily traffic per year of over 7,500 vehicles and more
than 20 cyclists per hour, cyclists must not be on the same level as vehicles. They must be
divided or separated from traffic by a bicycle path.
1.1. Safety Plus concept
In desire to overcome the problem and not come in a conflict with requirements of the
Design rules for roads, we first conduct an inspection of alternative routes in desire to
direct the cyclists on alternative paths (permanent detour). After inspecting the alternative
routes, we came to a conclusion that those routes do not have basic requirements, such
as: Comfort, Convenience, Continuity, Connectivity and Coherence in regard to safety.
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Figure 2 – The map of alternative routes
The alternative routes were too long; cyclists could not reach one or more points along the
state road that has a prohibition for cyclists; over some parts cyclists would have to push
or carry the cycle while crossing over a brook or going thru narrow paths; a lot of steep
gradient of the road made it hard to overcome it, especially for older cyclists as well for
youngsters and people with less physical fitness; some curves had blind corners; also
orientation was quite demanding due to many streets and allies, etc..
Our goal was to provide a usable (sustainable) solution, solution that will enable cyclists to
use the road in real life and not just to provide a solution on paper – so called “white
elephant” solution. To achieve this, we used a Safety Plus concept, which is more than
simply collision reduction and safety audit [1]. With this concept in mind we took into
consideration the following requirements:
Safety: a situation in which vulnerable users are injured in collisions OR the threat of motor
traffic puts vulnerable users at considerable risk when in conflict with motor traffic OR
vulnerable users are at a risk to their personal security.
Comfort: a situation in which vulnerable users would not be comfortable due to (for
example) the width / nature of the travel surface or poor infrastructure design
Convenience: a situation in which vulnerable users may find the route inconvenient in
relation to their origins and destinations.
Continuity: a situation in which there is a break in the route, such that vulnerable users
can’t continue their journey without proceeding into live traffic.
Connectivity: a situation in which the route does not connect with appropriate adjacent
routes.
Coherence: a situation in which it is difficult for vulnerable road users to understand the
route, where it does not form part of a coherent strategic plan for the area.
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2. THE DATA
After carrying out the inspection of alternative routes we came to conclusion that cyclists
will not use them, even if it would be mandatory for them. We knew that cyclists, if forced
to use the detour, will be, in a way, forced to break the law, as they will still use the road,
which they used until now. We also foresee and could expect vandalism as signs will
probably “disappear” during the night, so safety will either way not be accomplished.
Knowing that future projects on the same road, as only a part of this road was
reconstructed, will resume to the same solution (using the same Design rules for roads)
and therefore prohibit cyclist to use the road even in larger extent, so we turn to the police
for accidents reports to get the bigger picture of what is, or was happening on this road
prior to the reconstruction. Also before the reconstruction begun, cyclists were allowed to
use this road, even what was more illogical, they could still use it, except on the
reconstructed part of the roads (sub)section.
2.1.

Police report

After receiving the police report, we could see that no bigger issues or problems were on
the road regarding the cyclists vs. motor vehicles. Between 1st of January 2008 and 31st of
October 2013 only 4 (four) accidents occur in which cyclists were present. In those traffic
accidents 5 (five) cyclists were involved, 3 (three) suffered serious body injuries and 2
(two) were slightly injured. The causes of accidents with consequences for the bicyclists
were:
- improper conduct by the cyclist as driving too close to the right edge of the roadway
(serious injury),
- slipping when turning due to sand on the road (serious injury),
- irregular change of direction and moving of bicycle, two cyclists involved (slight injuries),
- forced priority of way by the driver of a vehicle (serious injury).
After examination of the police report with a consideration of the old roads layout (prior to
the reconstruction) and new one, we start looking for a solution with a “Safety Plus”
concept.
2.2.

Bicycle traffic

We knew the average daily traffic per year (16,000 vehicles), but we did not have the
information of how many cyclists per hour drives thru the road section. Considering the
Design rules for roads both requirements have to be achieved (vehicle and cycle traffic), to
meet legislate requirements and separate cyclists from vehicle traffic. The rules say that
more than 20 cyclists per hour have to drive thru the roads section and with traffic over
7,500 vehicles.
So we conduct the counting of cyclists on the roads section. Even it was already October,
we pick a sunny day (within a sunny week) to count the cyclists and get the credible
information. Also, when problem started, we decided to remove the traffic signs in order to
find solution before completion of work, when all signs and markings should have been set
up (again). In given circumstances the data received was correct and acceptable.
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Table 1 – Volume of cyclists between 7:00 and 18:00 o’clock
During the day there were all together 24 cyclists, meanwhile only 6 cyclists in pick hour.
We knew that there are more cyclists during the summer; as well municipality of Novo
mesto is promoting cycling as healthy and green mean of transport, so in the future cycling
should increase – it’s also a concept of sustainable development.
3. THE CONCEPT
Now it was quite clear that cyclists will use the road as this is only reasonably direct route
to the city centre. Knowing about the high volume of traffic (also heavy vehicles), we
couldn’t ignore this fact and just remove or not set up the traffic signs for prohibition of
cyclists. We also learned from the police report that one serious injury occur due to
improper conduct by the cyclist when driving too close to the roads edge, but we didn’t
knew if that was in general the problem. We just assume that in general cyclists might feel
endangered and uncomfortable when driving together with motor vehicles. Looking at the
road and urbanism, we also knew that sidewalks were too narrow to mix pedestrians and
cyclists and put them on the same surface. By putting cyclists and pedestrians on same
level, we could not achieve safe mutual passage (of each other), as one of them could slip
directly from the sidewalks’ kerb on the road. Because of the densely built-up area
alongside the road, there was also no more space to widen the sidewalks. We also could
not narrow the road, as one subsection of road had width only 2 x 3,0 meters with curbs at
each side and the other subsection was a little wither, but had other urbanistic
characteristic.
Now, we had a challenge to provide infrastructure for cyclists that would allow safe
journeys, with Comfort, Convenience, Continuity, Connectivity and Coherence. But how
was still a question!
The solution had to combine design characteristics in which cyclists will not feel too safe
on the road, but at the same time will be encouraged to use the road. We also had to
ensure that cyclists will not be afraid or feel uncomfortable and at the same time will not
ride too near to the edge of the road, as they might hit the curb and fell etc. Simultaneously
drivers would have to be attentive to the cyclists as vulnerable rad users and adopt their
speed and driving behaviour in safe way. The goal was to take drivers’ away from their
comfort zone. So finding win-win solution, where everybody has the right to use the road in
safe manner, was the challenge.
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Figure 3 – Before and after the reconstruction of the road
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3.1.

Legislation with an idea

According to Rules for the road, cyclists may use the right edge of the driving lane (we
drive on the right side of the road), when they do not have other possibilities, or it is not
prohibited with traffic signs (of course on motorways etc. riding a bicycle is not allowed).
So, as we were not in direct conflict with the Design rules for roads, but at the same time
we were clearly aware of our responsibilities, we decided to reasonably use the Manual for
designing bicycle infrastructure in combination with the Rules for the road.

Figure 4 – Bicycle lane on the road and road marking “Sharrow”
As we did not have enough space or width to mark the full “independent” bicycle lane,
where cyclists can use it, we decided to improvise and make a “Sharrow lane”. A concept
of combining bicycle lane and “Sharrow" markings (sharrow or a shared-lane marking is a
road marking placed on the travel lane to indicate that a cyclist may use the lane) was
used. This virtual lane would give drivers of motor vehicles enough warning and at the
same time encourage cyclists to use it.
3.2.

How to meet the drivers’ needs [2]

As many often observed operational mistakes result from a direct interaction between road
characteristics and the drivers’ perception characteristics, the Human Factors concept was
used. Human Factors consider road features that influence drivers’ right or wrong driving
actions. It sees the causes of driver operational mistake at the first step in a chain of
actions which may proceed to an accident. So to make a solution work in practice, we had
to make designed solution understandable and acceptable by the drivers. Visual
communication “road – driver” had to give drivers:
- proper warning of presence of cyclists on the road,
- keep them stimulated and prepared all the time,
- raise a general awareness of road users.
With all that, we had to influence on positive quality of driving that would allow drivers to
make appropriate adjustments of driving behaviour and would give enough time for
anticipation, decision and braking manoeuvers. To achieve all of this, we had to derive
from spatial perception and even include the concept of “Gestalt” psychology. That means
that drivers have to acquire and maintain meaningful perception and orientation in complex
road environment all of the time. All mentioned above is in context of a “Self-explaining
road”. Self-explaining road is a road that is easy to use and navigate without any signs or
signals. It is a self-evident to road users and clearly shows how drivers should behave. We
also knew that speed exceeding is not a problem on this road, due to its characteristics
and complexity.
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4. THE SOLUTION
Considering that the road was already build, except of some miner works, we couldn’t
make any extensive changes. That’s why we choose to introduce a concept of “Selfexplaining” solution and make in a way a “talking” road, telling the drivers: “Be careful
there are cyclists on the road” and telling the cyclists: “You can use the road and share it
with the vehicles”. So we introduce a proposal of solution for the Self-explaining Sharrow
lane.

Figure 5 – Proposed solution “Sharrow lane”
We choose to make a combination between a cycle lane and sharrow marking and make
the best of both solutions, so sharrow lane was “invented”. In this way we design a virtual
lane of 1,2 m in width, which was marked with red rectangle-shaped dots (dim. 0,15 m x
0,20 m) at distance of 5 m (closer, of aprox. 3 m, at the junctions). Sharrow markings were
set up at distance of 20 m apart (densely at the junctions). With that, we strive to give a
subconscious feeling to drivers that they are driving on a cycle lane which is in a way
reserved for cyclists. Additional pictograms of a sharrow marking should help to constantly
warn and remind the drivers that this road is for the cyclists as well. On the other hand this
solution stimulates the cyclists to use the virtual lane by giving them more comfort and
ease.
All together should also optically narrow the driving lane. Such solution should assumedly
make a little inconvenience to the drivers; it should take them away from their comfort
zone and take a little dominance away from them. Consecutively it should slow them down.
Sharrow lane was implemented at whole Kandijska street, not just at the section where
reconstruction was done, so extended or wider continuity and connectivity was achieved.
At the beginning of each section (at crossroads) and from major local streets that connects
to Kandijska street, signs were set up to alert the drivers of this new solution.
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Figure 6 – Traffic signs for sharrow lane “Cyclists in the road”
(at the beginning of road section and from major streets)

Figure 7– Performed solution “Sharrow lane”
4.1.

Public awareness

To make the solution work, people must be acquainted with it and must accept it as their
own. They must know what is expected from them, how to behave, so that they will not
interpret it differently or even incorrectly. Knowing that, we proposed that public should be
informed thru media (like: TV, radio, internet and public hearing) and with that acquainted
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with the solution. By that, drivers and cyclists will know what is expected from them and
how should they behave on the road, with this newly design. Unfortunate only miner media
action has been taken (mostly internet articles and local TV), so wider public was not
acquainted with the design. What was in our opinion main deficiency, was that road
operator and municipality did not perform jointly action and present this innovate solution
to the public and with that not just promote, but also make awareness campaign.
Nevertheless people, especially cyclists accept and commend the innovative solution;
although some media had sarcastic comments, instead helping to promote the safety
awareness (probably because they were not properly informed). At the end solution works
in practice and it is being accepted.

Figure 8 – “Sharrow lane” in practice

5. THE REVISION
After implementation of proposed solution we found out that the solution works in practice,
but some minor changes, to improve the virtual lane course, should be made. In respect to
roads geometry (steep gradient of the road and curves) drivers could not see throughout
the virtual lane, especially at one junction where major (priority) road turns left towards the
bridge (picture below).

Figure 9 – Proposed improvement of virtual lane course in the junction with a modified
Bike-box
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In that same junction cyclists, when driving from non-priority road strait forward towards
priority road, have to turn right and cross the road at the cycle crossing, which is all right
according to the rules, but a little impractical or inconvenient for the cyclist. So many of
them would continue to drive strait forward with the traffic. We recognize that as a
deficiency in our design, so with the emphasized virtual lane also a modified Bike-box was
proposed. Bike-box or advanced stop line is a road marking at road junction allowing
cyclists a head start when upcoming traffic lane is free. Usually bike-boxes are used in
signalized junctions as a marking across all driving lane, as in our case we proposed a
bike box just in a width of a virtual cycle lane with some additional width for safe
manoeuvring.

Figure 10 – Proposed improvement with virtual lane towards the junction and modified
Bike-box
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6. THE CONCLUSION
Knowing that complete road safety could not be achieved just from engineering point of
view, but engineering has (also with spatial or urban planning, etc.) a lot of responsibilities
to make safer road system, we include logical approach (Comfort, Convenience,
Continuity, Connectivity and Coherence) that cyclists will indeed use in practice. Although
road safety at first seems to be put aside, we believe that with this design we made
improvement on safety and not diminishing it, by providing infrastructure to help existing
users make journeys safely and reasonably direct and providing infrastructure, information,
and publicity to promote safe, attractive and convenient VRU journeys that lead to an
increase in non-motorised travel [1].
On the other hand we must not forget and neglect the educational and enforcement part of
safe system approach. Therefore we (competent institutions) must constantly inform and
educate road users, as well as ensure that they are complying with the rules.

Figure 11 – Road in function
Evaluating the effects of this scheme is ongoing but to date (May, 2015) there have been
no reported accidents from implementation in May 2014.
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